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Glass Splashbacks

Back Painted Glass

“

Glass paint technology has
evolved to meet the ever
increasing demand for
back painted glass products.

This versatile glass product is used predominantly
applications and is equally suited to a residental
kitchen splashback application as it is to cladding
the walls within a busy office reception, wetroom
or shower enclosure.

020 8998 9901
sales@parglass.co.uk

“

Colour Options - over 18 000

3-5 Working Days Turnaround
Glass splashbacks are highly reflective and
allow an option to add a bright burst of colour
or to blend a base colour into a room such
as white, grey or cream. We would always
recommend choosing a complimentary
colour rather than colour matching to other
painted areas within a room.

PAR Glass London LTD offers over
18 000 colours of back painted
glass - among them is the RAL colour
option as well as Dulux, Farrow & Ball,
British Standards and Pantone.

We predominately use a low iron glass
which is colourless to allow the true
back painted colour to show through.
We can also produce toughened glass
splashbacks up 4m long without splits.
Below are presented the most common
colours from every tone and shade:

T-Shape Splashback Option
In some project scenarios, often happens that the glass goes
under the hob and the kitchen cabinets in a shape of so called
upside down ‘T’ letter. We offer a special splitting option in
a cutting process which allows the panels to be installed in a
more safety, compataible and efficient way.

This splitting technique also saves a crucial time in the
production and definately provides less risk of loosing
the glass in toughening process.

PAR proffesional glaziers would still be more than happy to
follow individual customer instructions and produce upside
down ‘T’ shape panel in a one section. However, as we have a
vital, deep experience in a variety of occasions, we do strongly
recommend you to take a moment of reading this information
and carefully consider this option when thinking about fitting
the glass under cooker hob and cabinets.

The entire process of splitting gives you an opportunity
to get your glass installed in a much faster time than
a one section piece and we can assure you the panels
would still present perfectly and beautifully within
the kitchen area.

Glass Splashbacks

Glass Partitions

Glass Balustrades

Glass Doors

Shower Screens

Sliding Systems

Bespoke Mirrors

Walk On Glass
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